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Abstract 
A comprehensive methodology to investigate heat flux in a ring-on-ring tribometer is presented. Thermal fluxes 
under high contact pressures and temperature differences were evaluated through an experimental campaign 
and by a numerical procedure of inverse analysis applied to surface temperature measurements. An 
approximation of a two-dimensional time-dependent analytical solution for the temperature distribution was 
first developed and subsequently adapted to mimic the specific testing configuration characteristics; the 
problem was finally simplified to enable further inverse analysis. Experiments were performed using an 
innovative high temperature ring-on-ring tribometer. The evaluated contact heat-transfer rates were reported 
as a function of normal load and temperature difference between the discs under steady-state conditions; the 
results reported here show that, in the present test configuration, the temperature difference has stronger 
influence than the applied load in terms of heat transfer induced by contact. 
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1. Introduction  
During hot deformation processes, tool surfaces experience severe thermal fluxes which depend on heat 
conduction. This is, in turn, a function of the surface state, the application of possible lubricants and the 
presence of surface oxides, as well as of specific contact conditions and temperature differences with the 
workpiece. In many cases, the transfer of thermal energy is similar in magnitude to the heat transfer generated 
by frictional forces. Thus, investigations related to this specific topic form a significant research branch within 
the general realm of tribology [1]. 
At present, there is a strong industrial need to achieve more accurate, predictive and computer-based models 
of the underlying physical processes governing high temperature metal-forming processes. However, existing 
models are somewhat inadequate, mainly due to the inaccurate definition of mechanical and thermal 
boundary conditions, namely in terms of friction and heat transfer, respectively. For most industrial hot metal-
forming operations, the complexity of the interaction between tool and workpiece makes the direct evaluation 
of the evolution of both friction and heat transfer difficult and impractical. Thus, in the absence of a detailed 
insight and due to a lack of fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of heat transfer at a moving 
interface, most models assume oversimplified descriptions, or determine an average value of the so-called 
Heat Transfer Coefficient (); often this corresponds to evaluating a coefficient that takes into account all 
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thermal effects [2], without separating the various contributions from conduction through the actual contact 
spots, conduction through the interstitial medium, and radiation occurring at the apparent contact area [3]-[6]. 
In past years, several efforts have been devoted to the understanding of the role played by heat transfer 
phenomena during hot deformation processes (see e.g. [2], [7]). The availability of complex 
analytical/numerical models for the process simulation allows the achievement of a more accurate evaluation 
of the  based on sophisticated experimental data and the advanced use of procedures of inverse analysis. In 
particular, the adoption of such solutions in the definition of the objective function in dedicated inverse 
analysis algorithms shall give rise to a more precise and direct characterization of the  for in-service 
operating conditions. However, many inverse analysis methods are based on filling the gap between 
measurements and output of the model equations [8]-[16]; hence, although these methods may provide more 
refined parameters, they cannot be easily generalized and they are not suitable for the analysis of the influence 
of the contact parameters governing the problem under investigation. Despite such efforts, the difficulties of 
performing laboratory measurements, combined with the complexity of the tool-workpiece interface, result in 
a wide range of the estimated values of  reported in the literature [17]. 
In the present work, a comprehensive methodology based on combined experimental/analytical analyses is 
adopted to investigate the global heat flux occurring at the contact region in a ring-on-ring tribometer. The 
testing device and the associated testing protocols, used to characterize the friction between solids under 
relative motion, are introduced first. These were employed here to assess heat fluxes in high temperature 
contacts under pure rolling. Then, a newly-developed methodology implemented to model the heat flux and 
temperature variation within the system under investigation is presented. Quantitative results for realistic in-
service conditions are obtained by means of a final dedicated inverse analysis, matching the temperature 
measurements with the predictions from the analytical model, specifically tailored for representing heat 
transfer on a ring-on-ring contact at high temperature. 
 
2. Material and methods  
Thermal fluxes under high contact pressures and temperature differences were evaluated through a numerical 
procedure of inverse analysis (discussed in Section 3) applied to surface temperature measurements and 
developed to produce an accurate estimate of heat transfer at the contact between two components. 
Experiments were run on a ring-on-ring tribometer, designed to achieve high temperature in the contact 
between the two rotating discs, in the same range as the temperature experienced during hot deformation 
processes. The aim was also to control separately the temperature of the two discs. A simplified sketch of the 
testing configuration and temperature monitoring is illustrated in Figure 1. 
2.1 Materials 
Test discs were machined from bars of carbon steel (0.40%C). Two disc dimensions were employed: 120 mm 
diameter and 25 mm wide (large size); 50 mm diameter and 34 mm wide (small size). All specimens presented 
surface finishing from smooth lathe machining (root mean square – r.m.s. – roughness less than 3.2 µm). The 
testing configuration was obtained by coupling two cylindrical discs of different dimensions. Thermo-physical 
properties of the material were estimated through the use of a commercial software [18]. 
2.2 Equipment set-up 
Specimens were mounted on horizontal electrically motorized spindles of 24 mm diameter and driven 
independently at controlled speeds. The normal force between the two discs was applied through a pneumatic 
cylinder. The experimental device was equipped with a main induction heater of 24 kW power for heating up 
the larger disc and a second induction heater of 12 kW power for the smaller one. Coils were located at an 
effective radial distance for induction heating. Thus, the temperature rises radially from the external hot spot 
to the spindle. The disc surface temperature evened out during rotation due to the relative motion of the disc 
with respect to the heat source. Induction power was regulated in a closed loop in order to attain the target 
value of surface temperature measured through a devoted pyrometer (Figure 1). 
2.3 Experiments 
Long-term tests were carried out at a zero slide/roll ratio, corresponding to pure rolling. Initially the rotating 
discs were heated up separately and in the absence of contact, to target different surface temperatures for the 
hot disc and the cold disc. The step duration was enough to let both samples to achieve a steady state 
condition of temperature distribution. Once the steady state temperature was approached, samples were put 
in contact under the normal load and the test was run for 30 minutes. At this stage, only the main induction 
heater was switched on, which guaranteed a constant surface temperature for the hot disc during the whole 
contact time, whereas the second induction heater was turned off and the surface temperature evolution was 
recorded for the cold disc. Under these working conditions, the temperature profile of the cold disc evolved 
due to (i) the heat flux in the contact region, (ii) the radiation from the hot disc, and (iii) the radiation and 
convection in the surrounding air. The induction heater was excluded to gain more sensitivity towards these 
variables (uncontrolled fluctuations in power supply could be as relevant as the heat flux). 
2.4 Testing conditions 
Tests were run at fixed disc rotational speed of 60 rpm for the hot disc, in a range of normal loads and initial 
temperatures, corresponding to 4 different cases, as shown in Table 1. A single test was carried out for each 
condition once the experimental reproducibility was proven through preliminary investigations covering a wide 
range of input parameters. 
Normal load 
Initial temperature 
Initial temperature difference Case 
Hot disc Cold disc 
500 N 
400 °C 180 °C 220 °C 1 
800 °C 340 °C 460 °C 2 
2000 N 
400 °C 180 °C 220 °C 3 
800 °C 340 °C 460 °C 4 
Table 1: Test conditions. 
2.5 Measurements 
During the contact step, surface temperature evolution due to the rotating contacts was measured at the 
surface, in the middle of the specimen width, using a pyrometer located at 90° from the contact region 
(Figure 1). The pyrometer provided stable data acquisition from 80 °C to 600 °C. The emissivity was set to a 
constant value of 0.75, after comparison with thermocouple measurements. 
 3. Theory 
The inverse analysis procedure used by the authors needed an accurate mathematical description of the 
physical processes of heat transfer arising in the present experimental configuration. Given the testing 
procedure to be mimicked and the temperature measurement methodology outlined above, the aim of the 
mathematical model is to develop a solution of the heat conduction problem in cylindrical coordinates; the 
contact heat flux was evaluated by focusing on the surface temperature variation in the cold disc, which was 
modelled as a hollow cylindrical body. The mathematical solution had to be designed to consider the heat 
transfer due to conduction, convection and radiation (at the present test temperatures the last contribution 
cannot be neglected). In particular, the external surface underwent a concentrated thermal flux due to the 
contact with the hot disc on a narrow surface arc segment and a radiation from the hot disc, as well as cooling 
in the surrounding air by convection and radiation. The internal surface of the cold disk was subjected only to 
heat exchange with the driven spindle by conduction. 
In order to obtain a simple modeling reference for inverse analysis purposes in a reasonable computational 
time through effective models, an approximation of a three-dimensional time-dependent analytical solution for 
the temperature distribution calculation was developed to replicate the specific testing configuration. As a first 
step to achieve this, the real three-dimensional problem was initially simplified using a two-dimensional 
approximation, which considered the samples as infinitely long. Moreover, because the aim was that of 
modelling the temperature evolution in the cylinder’s cross section, for which the external surface temperature 
was measured through a pyrometer, the problem was further simplified.  A one-dimensional approximation, in 
which the concentrated heat flux is distributed along the circumference, was introduced to calculate the time 
evolution of temperature in the radial direction.  Indeed, the analysis of the surface temperature profiles (see 
Section 4.2) confirmed that the temperature measured at 90° from the contact area (Figure 1) was only mildly 
affected by the peak value occurring immediately at the end of the contact length. 
3.1 1D transient solution 
Omitting the axial coordinate of the cylinder according to the previous assumption, the thermal condition for 
the cold disc (Figure 2) is mathematically expressed by the following complete equation: 
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where   , ,  is the temperature,  the time, r the radial coordinate,  the angular coordinate and  the 
material thermal diffusivity. Note that the coordinate system ,  is centred on the axis of the cylinder and it 
is such that the origin of the polar coordinate  corresponds to the concentrated thermal flux due to contact; 
the ring rotates with constant speed  with respect to this coordinate system [19]. 
Invoking circular symmetry, Eq. ( 1 ) can be reduced to the following one-dimensional formulation: 
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The boundary conditions for the one-dimensional problem in Eq. 2 at the external radius, , and at the 
internal radius, , can be written respectively as (see Figure 2): 
    ,     !  "#$%#&  '()* + ( 3 ) 
   ,   , ( 4 ) 
where k is the thermal conductivity,   is the heat exchanged by convention in air, ! is the radiation heat 
exchanged with the environment, #& and + are the heat exchanged with the hot disc, respectively by 
radiation and contact, and  is the conduction heat transferred from the inner surface to the driven spindle. 
"#$%, which accounts for the fraction of radiation energy leaving the hot disc and reaching the cold disc, is the 
so-called view factor and was given the value of 0.26 as suggested by Juul [20] for similar configurations. 
Moreover, looking at the radiation heat exchanges with the environment, the Stefan-Boltzmann law for 
radiation was employed.  This is clearly non-linear; therefore, linearization was performed to further simplify 
the problem by introducing an equivalent convective coefficient, #, , and an equivalent radiation 
temperature #&∗. For the heat exchanged with the hot disc, #& these coefficients were obtained by least 
mean square minimization. This allowed to analytically solving the mathematical problem (Figure 3): 
 #&  ./0  #&0  #,1  #&∗2, ( 5 ) 
where .  is the emissivity and /  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The radiation with the surrounding 
environment (!) was treated in the same way. 
In Eq. ( 3 ), + is the heat flux at the contact arc computed as follows: 
 +  	4  #&, ( 6 ) 
where 4  and  were considered respectively as the mean surface temperature along the contact arc and the 
heat transfer coefficient.  
The contact arc segment of opening 56 was estimated through Hertz theory for the line contact without taking 
into account any material plastic behavior, hence underestimating its value, especially for large loads, when 
plasticity may significantly affect the contact area. However, it should be noted that since 56 is usually 
extremely small (less than 1°), the estimation of the heat flux + 	 by means of temperature measurements far 
from the contact zone, where the effect of the flash temperature is negligible [21], is almost entirely 
unaffected by any error in the determination of 56. 
In Eq. ( 6 ),	4  is approximated by superimposing a two-dimensional quasi steady-state solution for the angular 
temperature variation due to the concentrated heat flux to the one-dimensional solution, which evaluates the 
instantaneous evolution of the average surface temperature. 
After having introduced and explained all the terms in Eq. ( 3 ), this partial differential equation subjected to 
the non-homogeneous boundary conditions in Eqs. (3) and (4) can be solved.  The general solution is given by: 
 ,   77  ∑ 9:;:<$=>?∞:@ , ( 7 ) 
where 77 is the solution of the associated steady-state problem , 9: is the generalized Fourier coefficient 
which satisfies the initial condition, ;: is the solution of the Bessel equation and ;: is the eigenvalue 
which solves the associated Sturm-Liouville problems [22]. 
3.2 2D quasi steady-state solution  
Considering that the effect of concentrated heat fluxes is to locally raise the surface temperature in the form of 
a flash temperature, the determination of the mean surface temperature along the circumference and the 
mean surface temperature, 4 , along the contact arc requires solving the heat transfer problem in the 
circumferential direction; this can be achieved by solving  a two-dimensional problem for which an analytical 
solution is sought. 
A suitable evaluation of the flash temperature, namely the temperature reached locally under the effect of a 
moving band-shaped heat source, was in this case approached through the quasi steady-state solution for a 
rotating infinite hollow cylinder subjected to a fixed generic concentrated heat flux on the external surface [23]. 
Under steady-state conditions, Eq. ( 1 ) becomes: 
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Following the quasi steady-state approach, Eq. ( 8 ) was solved by applying the following general time-
dependent boundary condition for the external concentrated band-shaped heat source : 
    ,   B
 56/2 E  E 56/21 ,   2 56/2 E  E 2F  56/2G	, ( 9 ) 
where  isthe generic convection coefficient with the surrounding environment and the environment 
temperature. 
Using the integral Fourier transform [24]: 
 H, I  J , <$KLM*$*  ( 10 ) 
Eq. (8 ) can be transformed into a particular case of the Bessel equation: 
 ) N	ON   N	ON  P L )  I)
H  0	 ( 11 )	
Given the narrow opening of the contact arc, 56, the problem was solved under the following boundary 
condition, where the heat transfer due to convection with the environment is applied over the entire angular 
range F E  E F, namely along the entire disc circumference ([24]-[26]): 
 
N
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with: 
 Q  /	 ( 13 )	
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 /	 ( 14 )	
The solution of Eq. ( 11 ) is a composition of Bessel functions of first (TL) and second kind (UL) of order I with 
imaginary argument VL  WP L : 
 H, I  XLTLVL  YLULVL	 ( 15 )	
Finally, by applying the Inverse Fourier Transform, the quasi steady-state solution turns into in the following 
discrete representation [27]: 
 ,   )*∑ ZL	<[\XLTLVL  YLULVL]	<KL^,?∞L@6 	 ( 16 )	
where ZL  _1			I  02			I a 0G. 
Hence, the quasi steady-state solution in discrete representation can be re-written as follows: 
 ,   77  *∑ 	<[\XLTLVL  YLULVL]	<KL^?∞L@ 	 ( 17 )	
where 77 is the solution for I  0, which is basically the steady-state solution for the equivalent one-
dimensional problem, and the summation corresponds to the effect of the axisymmetric thermal load. Thus, 
the first term represents the average surface temperature, whereas the second one describes the angular 
variation of temperature due to the concentrated heat flux. 
3.3 Boundary conditions to mimic the specific testing configuration 
Referring to the testing configuration reported in Figure 1, the boundary conditions in Eq. ( 9 ) become: 
   , ,   B
+ 56/2 E  E 56/2 1   2  !1  !∗2  "#$%#&1  #&∗2 F E  b F G			( 18 )	
where  , !,   and !∗ are respectively the convective heat transfer coefficient, the equivalent convective 
coefficient for radiation, the air temperature and the equivalent radiation temperature.  
The parameters to be used in conjunction with Eq. (12) to achieve the bi-dimensional solution for the 
mathematical problem in Fourier transform space can now be written as: 
 Q    !  "#$%#&/	 ( 19 )	
	 RSL  J    !!∗  "#$%#&#&∗<$KLM*$*  J + 	<$KL'(/)$'(/) M
 /.				( 20 ) 
Since a test starts when a constant external surface temperature is achieved on the cold disc (steady-state 
condition), the mathematical description captures this aspect. Hence, an initial temperature field, depending 
on the radial coordinate, was applied to the one-dimensional transient solution. The initial condition 
corresponds to the solution of a one-dimensional steady-state heat conduction problem applied to a hollow 
cylinder, where the external surface is kept to a constant temperature (d) and the internal surface is subjected 
to an internal heat flux, coming from the inverse analysis solution of (  ,   ). Thus, the initial 
condition is: 
 ,   0  d  eI   eI /	 ( 21 )	
3.4 Inverse analysis procedure 
The object of the inverse analysis was the heat transfer solution applied to the determination of the boundary 
conditions, where the parameter to be estimated is the heat transfer coefficient . The optimum solution 
was achieved through a minimization process, whereby the mismatch between the computed temperature and 
the measured temperature was minimized by solving a least squares problem. Different approaches are 
available in the literature; although the most commonly used is the Levenberg-Marquard method [28], the 
Trust-Region algorithm [29] was chosen to achieve the solution in a limited number of iterations. This is due to 
the fact that this method employs linear algebra that does not require to store and/or operate on full matrixes. 
A comprehensive description of the applied optimization algorithm can be found in [30]. The heat transfer 
coefficient  was determined and the heat rate during the test was calculated taking into account the 
opening of the contact arc 56. 
The inverse analysis returned also an estimated value for the average heat flux, f, exchanged with the spindle. 
As mentioned above, the contributions of radiation are computed by the linearized law defined in Eq. (5), 
whereas convection heat transfer is estimated through empirical correlations available from the literature [31]. 
 
4. Results and discussion 
 
4.1 Evolution of the surface temperature at the measuring point 
In Figure 4 measurements of the surface temperature evolution during the contact step are shown for the 
cases investigated here. Specifically, the temperature increase with respect to the starting surface temperature 
is reported as a function of time. In all cases, a temperature raise was clearly detectable, meaning that the heat 
fluxes received by contact and radiation from the hot disc were higher than the heat fluxes exchanged with the 
environment. Increasing both temperature difference between hot and cold disc and normal load, the 
temperature rise becomes more evident. Moreover, the time evolution plots revealed that 30 minutes of 
contact between the two rings were sufficient to approach a steady state condition with small temperature 
variations. 
4.2  and g  calibration by inverse analysis 
Firstly, the analytical solution for the evolution of the surface temperature in the measurement area was 
calibrated to match the surface temperature instantaneously measured; this was achieved by acting on the 
parameters  and g  (where g   ∙ 9  and 9  is the internal area). 
A dedicated inverse analysis was run for each case. Since the inverse analysis algorithm does not distinguish 
between a global or a local minimum, four different starting points were considered to check that the global 
minimum was obtained; therefore, four different analyses were run for each experiment. Starting points were 
chosen in order to investigate a wide range of values and they all converged to the same minimum, which 
corresponded to the same problem solution. As example, the results of the inverse analysis for the fourth case 
reported in Table 2 are shown in Figure 5. 
An example of the matching between the predicted trends and the measured ones is shown in Figure 6. The 
analytical model fits the experimental data with a maximum error which is lower than 10 °C and a sufficient 
accuracy in estimating the heat fluxes. 
Moreover, the quasi steady-state solution for the temperature distribution along the disc circumference 
confirmed the validity of the basic assumptions according to which the temperature measured at 90° from the 
contact region is almost unaffected by the very fast temperature increase (flash event) occurring at the contact 
arc (Figure 7). 
Calculated values of  and g  are reported for all considered experimental conditions in Table 2. High values 
of  and g  correspond to high temperature differences between the discs. Small variations of  and g  
were observed when the normal load was changed from 500 N to 2000 N (respectively 136 MPa and 272 MPa 
of average Hertzian pressure at room temperature). 
Case Normal load Initial temperature difference ijk [W/m2K] lm [W] 
1 
500 N 
220 °C 11160 5.93 
2 460 °C 21700 20.36 
3 
2000 N 
220 °C 9757 3.25 
4 460 °C 21984 18.43 
Table 2: Calculated values of  and   for all considered experimental conditions. 
4.3 Contact heat-transfer rate 
The contact heat-transfer rate (g+  9+ ∙ +, where 9+ is the contact area) is expected to decrease with time 
according to Eq. ( 6 ) because the surface temperature of the cold disc increases during testing. This is 
confirmed in Figure 8, where the calculated g+ evolution is plotted during the contact step, together with the 
experimental cold disc surface temperature. In the same graph, the heat-transfer rate balance, namely the 
integral of all heat-transfer rates to which the cold sample was subjected, is plotted. Its value goes to zero in 
approaching the final stage of the test, when a steady state condition is achieved. 
The results of the four experimental cases were finally compared in terms of the steady-state heat-transfer 
rate, g+ (Figure 9). Both the effects of normal load and temperature difference between discs under steady 
condition were examined. It is clearly shown that the temperature difference between the discs 	has a stronger 
effect on the system response than the applied normal load. When the latter parameter is increased by a factor 
of 4, g+ is only 1.5 times greater, whereas an increase of the temperature difference of about 1.6 times, for a 
given normal load, leads to an increase of the contact heat transfer rate by factor of 3-4. 
 
5. Conclusions  
A comprehensive methodology to investigate heat flux in a ring-on-ring tribometer was developed. Thermal 
fluxes under high contact pressures and temperature differences were assessed by an experimental campaign, 
corroborated by a robust procedure of inverse analysis based on an innovative analytical solution of the 
underlying heat transfer problem. The proposed techniques were applied to surface temperature 
measurements carried out remotely from the contact area. This procedure allowed for accurate quantitative 
predictions of the heat transfer coefficient and heat transfer rates. 
Through long-term tests, carried out under pure rolling conditions using an ad hoc developed tribometer, 
contact heat-transfer rates were evaluated and reported as a function of normal load and steady-state 
temperature differences. Results show that, within the range of parameters explored in the present study, the 
temperature differences between test components have a much larger influence on the heat transfer rate than 
the variation of the applied normal load.  
This innovative methodology can be applied to estimate the heat fluxes between contact surfaces in operating 
conditions similar to those occurring in real industrial hot deformation processes such as hot rolling. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the testing configuration and temperature measurement. 
Figure 2: Rotating hollow cylinder under external heat conduction source and surrounding external and internal convection. 
Figure 3: Stefan-Boltzmann law vs. linearized radiation law (#&  62	o/°qr)	sIM	#&∗  1215	°q) in cold disc 
temperature range. 
Figure 4: Experimental temperature increase evolution for different test conditions. 
Figure 5: Inverse analysis convergence curves (Case 4: 2000 N / 800 °C). 
Figure 6: Comparison between calculated and experimental curves (Case 4: 2000 N / 800 °C). 
Figure 7: Example of calculated surface temperature variation along the cold disc circumference (Case 4: 2000 N / 800°C). 
Figure 8: Heat-transfer rate variation during testing (Case 4: 2000 N / 800 °C). Evolution of surface temperature of the cold 
disc and heat rate balance are also shown. 
Figure 9: Final contact heat-transfer rate, g+, for various normal loads and steady-state temperature difference between 
discs. 
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